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Althou!h the cate!ory of a!e is extremely complex, a!e is usually reduced to chrono-
lo!ical a!e, which is – as the number of years lived from the time of birth (number 
of birthdays) – the simplest marker of one’s a!e (or old a!e). Birthday cards are an 
important aspect of birthdays. They are multifunctional artifacts of popular culture, and 
their communicational function is the most important one. At the individual level, the 
sender uses a birthday card to send certain messa!es to the recipient, and at the socio-
cultural level, a birthday card transmits socially-created meanin!s and subjects of a!e, 
old a!e and a!in!. In this sense, a birthday card is a “ceremonial token” (Ellis and Mor-
rison 2005), which transmits (and reinforces) cultural ideas, meanin!s, attitudes and 
messa!es, i.e. “discourses that form the basis of the social construction of a!e” (Andrew 
2012: 11), where humor plays an especially important role. Previous studies have shown 
that a!e-specifi c humor has positive, ambivalent and, most often, ne!ative aspects. 
These ne!ative aspects are related to a!in! stereotypes and distorted meanin!s that 
certain cultures attribute to a!in! and old a!e, includin! the !ender component. The 
paper presents the results of an analysis of a!e-specifi c humor content present in on-
line birthday cards, with special emphasis placed on: 1) themes and motifs that indicate 
the dominant and (!lobally) present narratives about old a!e and a!in!, socio-cultural 
ideas, understandin! of and attitudes about a!in!, old a!e and older persons; 2) short-
term e" ects and lon!-term consequences of this type of humorous content.
Keywords: a!e humor, narratives on a!in!, online birthday cards, a!e, chronolo!ical a!e, 
content analysis 
1 This article is to appear in the edited volume entitled Humor u svakodnevnoj komunikaciji (Humor in 
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INTRODUCTION: DOMINANT NARRATIVES ABOUT 
AGING AND OLD AGE
The notion of a!e is neither unambi!uous nor simple as may seem at fi rst !lance. It is 
a “multidimensional concept” “that is not independent of time and place” (Wolf 2014: 1). 
Accordin! to Mar!aret Cruikshank (2009: 2), a!in! and old a!e are the “creation of […] 
time and place, more cultural than biolo!ical”. This analytical focus on the cultural aspects 
of old a!e and a!in! represents “the most si!nifi cant development in a!e studies”, and 
Mar!aret Gullette (2015: 21) points to the potentials that these new insi!hts can have in 
the articulation of various forms of resistance to a!eism.
As a relative, variable and context-dependent cate!ory, a!e is saturated with various at-
titudes, beliefs, dominant discourses (Andrew 2012) and specifi c narratives. In the context 
of critical, social and humanist !erontolo!y, two cultural narratives about a!in!, dominat-
in! the sociocultural horizon of the western culture (Sandber! 2013) are present – the 
narrative of a!e as decline and the narrative of successful a!in!. These are reductionist, 
binary oppositions where a!in! and old a!e are considered partially, superfi cially and 
inadequately. Accordin! to the decline narrative, a!in! is a process of continual decline 
of bodily stren!th and health, which, eventually, necessarily results in old a!e as a condi-
tion characterized by “non-productivity, increasin! passivity and dependency” (Sandber! 
2013: 11). Opposed to it is the narrative of successful a!in! which, at fi rst si!ht, seems 
to be in stark contrast to seein! a!in! as decline. On closer scrutiny, the narrative of 
successful a!in!, accordin! to Sandber! (ibid.), emer!es as bein! constructed on neo-
liberal principles and “imperatives of activity, autonomy and responsibility”, based on the 
example (or paradi!m) of an individual who mana!es to keep him/herself youthful in the 
lon! term. Thus, the narrative of successful a!in! does not, in fact, challen!e a!eism or 
the a!e hierarchy in society, because it is based on the idea that youth is a socially desir-
able state and bein! (Sandber! 2013: 13; Gullette 2015: 21). This covert acceptance of 
ne!ative valorization of old a!e (and its a!eist devaluation) has been briefl y and e" ectively 
summarized by Toni Calasanti and Neal Kin! (quoted in Sandber! 2013: 13) who said that 
“Successful A!in! means not a!in!”.
Given that a!in! is a multidimensional process not only related to physical processes, 
we can (and have to) discuss other relevant levels where it is in evidence: the psycholo!i-
cal, social and population level. Re!ardless of how clear this complexity may seem, the 
prevalent tendency is to perceive a!e in a static, ri!id and reductionist way, i.e. exclusively 
as chronolo!ical or “numerical a!e” (Moody as quoted in Mor!an and Kunkel 2001: 10–11) 
– the number of someone’s (lived) years or the number of (celebrated) birthdays. A birth-
day is a sort of a “ritual occasion”, a special day to celebrate and mark the birth of a person, 
who, on that – “their own”! day – is accorded the status of a “special” person (Dodson 
and Belk 1996). This unique characteristic of birthdays has been accurately summarized 
in the text of a birthday card, which makes it brutally clear what it is all about: “Today is 
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all about you. Tomorrow, you’re nobody a!ain”.2 Birthday cards are an important element 
of birthdays and events surroundin! it, as they accurately refl ect the societal and cultural 
narratives and the prevailin! social attitudes towards and concepts of a!in! and old a!e.
BIRTHDAY CARDS: REFLECTIONS AND COMMENTARIES 
ON AGING AND OLD AGE
At the be!innin! of the 20th century, in the West, the !reetin! card industry became a 
profi table industry (Ro!an 2005), owin! its success to bein! familiar with the tastes of its 
potential audience, and with market needs.3 Durin! the last century, the ran!e of !reetin! 
cards chan!ed, di" erentiated and specialized, and the same is true of their production, 
distribution and consumption. In its last decades, the development of the internet and the 
!eneral advance in di!ital and communicational technolo!ies !reatly contributed to these 
trends, resultin! in the appearance of electronic !reetin! cards in the late 1990s, which 
!ave a new impetus to the development of this publishin! industry.4
In addition to the market and marketin! component, the socio-cultural component 
plays a major role in the “!reetin! card industry” (Lou!hran 2010; Dodson and Belk 1996). 
Greetin! cards are a way to celebrate holidays and mark si!nifi cant turnin! points in 
people’s private lives (such as birthdays, births, weddin!s, anniversaries, holidays, etc.), 
and a way to provide the recipient with emotional support, which makes their infl uence 
on the recipient si!nifi cant (Eisenstein-Naveh as cited in Lou!hran 2010: 633). In this 
sense, !reetin! cards, like cards in !eneral, are multifunctional – they are a form of “ritual 
communication” as well as of “!ift exchan!es” (Ro!an 2005: 1), which means that birthday 
cards can be considered a form of a “ceremonial !ift” (Yan 2005: 246). Sherry (1983: 160) 
also discusses !reetin! cards as !ifts, statin! that any resource – “tan!ible or intan!ible” 
(a thin!, experience, service, etc.) – has the potential to transform into a !ift. Birthday 
cards can also be observed from the point of view of commercialized birthday rituals and 
consumerist practices, within a particular variant of the !ift economy which !enerates 
“mutually moral obli!ation” (Clarke 2007: 280).5
2 www.scribbler.com.
3 In Great Britain, the !reetin! card market is worth 1.6 billion pounds, and (in)directly employs 100,000 
people of di" erent professions. It should certainly be pointed out that 85% of !reetin! cards are purchased 
by women, which confi rms the results of many earlier studies which show that sendin! !reetin! cards is a 
!endered activity (cf. Greetin! Card Association, “Facts and Fi!ures: Latest Fi!ures from the GCA Market 
Report 2015”).
4 Greetin! Card Association “About the industry”, http://www.!reetin!card.or!/industry-resources/
history/.
5 Giftin! has an important place in classical and contemporary anthropolo!ical and ethnolo!ical stud-
ies. Yunxian! Yan (2005: 246) describes !iftin! as “one of the most important modes of social exchan!e 
in human societies”, and an activity which “creates, maintains and stren!thens various social bonds” and 
“in turn defi ne[s] the identities of persons”. Takin! into consideration that there is no universal typolo!y of 
!iftin!, Yan (2005: 246–248) makes a distinction between “ceremonial and non-ceremonial !ifts”, which he 
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Cards are “an exchan!e object, a !ift, and a messa!e carrier” (Ro!an 2005: 2). Their 
multifunctionality is corroborated by a verbal and/or visual analysis, which reveals multiple 
deeper meanin! levels, and we can consider them, with !ood reason, artefacts of popular 
culture which more or less precisely refl ect particular values, attitudes and expectations. 
As has already been said, when it comes to birthday cards, a!e-related as well as !ender-
related expectations are at play.6 In certain cases, birthday cards themselves implicitly 
comment on social attitudes (Cacioppo and Andersen as cited in Lou!hran 2010: 641). 
Greetin! cards can be (de)coded, interpreted and read like any other cultural text, but it is 
important to keep in mind their multivocality and ambi!uity (Gei!er Zeman and Zeman 
2011), which is often hidden behind ostensible simplicity. 
We have already said several times that birthday cards are multifunctional artefacts of 
popular culture, but it should be added that they perform their multiple functions on the 
micro and on the macro level. On the micro level, the private, interpersonal, emotional, 
communicational, esthetic, remembrance, and identity component manifest themselves. 
Birthday cards are personal because they enable communication of emotions (Dodson 
and Belk 1996) and the expression of kindness towards the recipient (Bearon 2005: 58), 
but this basic communicational fact is built upon or modifi ed by the fact that the sender 
uses the birthday card to transmit a particular messa!e that will have “an infl uence on 
the receiver” (Lou!hran 2010: 642). In this sense, Ellis and Morrison (2005: 61) say that 
(birthday) “cards can provide information about the social identity, temperament, intent 
and expectations of both sender and receiver”. Dodson and Belk (1996) stress the remem-
brance component of birthday cards – by savin! birthday cards the recipients preserve 
the memory of their sender, and document their lives. 
On the macro or the socio-cultural level, birthday cards transmit dominant narratives of 
a!in!, but may also have a subversive char!e which inverts or at least questions the domi-
nant meanin!s and concepts. If a birthday card transmits socially created and accepted 
meanin!s and content concernin! a!e, old a!e, and a!in!, its function is apolo!etic and 
le!itimatin!. In this sense, birthday cards function as “ceremonial tokens” (Ellis and Morri-
son 2005: 57, 61) or a “ceremonial !ift” (Yan 2005: 246), which transmits (and reinforces) 
cultural concepts, meanin!s, attitudes and messa!es, i.e. “discourses that form the basis 
considers basic, and creates several !iftin! typolo!ies based on several criteria – “the a!ency of social ac-
tors” (!ift activities between two persons or collectivistic !ivin!); “the context of social relations” (“horizontal 
and vertical !ift exchan!e”); the !ender dimension of !ift activities and “economic implications of !ivin!” 
point to the di" erences between pre-industrial/small-scale societies and (post)industrial societies. 
6 Generally speakin!, the !ender component of !ivin! is a si!nifi cant area of study. Studies in the west-
ern society show that women !ive and receive more !ifts than men (Yan 2005: 248), which is confi rmed 
by Theodore Caplow’s (1984) study, detailin! the economy of Christmas !ivin! in Middletown, where the 
aspects of hierarchical and vertical !ivin!, as well as the !ender and a!e dimension of !ivin! are evident. 
Accordin! to Cheal, “!ivin! is re!arded as an essential part of a feminized ideolo!y of love” (Cheal 1987 
as cited in Yan 2005: 248). Micaela di Leonardo (1987: 442–443) studied the forms of female labor of 
American women of Italian herita!e in North California, and she emphasizes the importance of “work 
of kinship” and maintainin! family ties, which includes various types of (in)direct communication, where 
sendin! !reetin! cards plays an important role. 
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of the social construction of a!e” (Andrew 2012: 11). Humor, as has been mentioned, plays 
a particularly important role in this re!ard. Thus, it is not at all surprisin! that numerous 
earlier studies showed that birthday cards are “indicators of societal attitudes toward a!-
in!” (Demos and Jache; Dillon and Jones; Huyck and Duchon; Schrift as cited in Dodson 
and Belk 1996), but also that “!ender-based expressiveness” (Brabant and Mooney as 
cited in Dodson and Belk 1996) plays a si!nifi cant part. As a “ceremonial token” (Ellis and 
Morrison 2005), !reetin! cards – purposefully or unintentionally – transmit stereotypi-
cal ima!es about the a!in! process, old a!e, the elderly, etc. Some of these ima!es are 
particularly persistent and lar!ely independent of many chan!es in the society – in a 
study based on an analysis of 195 humorous birthday cards Vasilikia Demos and Ann 
Jache (1981) showed that ne!ative portrayal of a!in! prevails, and an analysis of textual 
messa!es of 150 a!e-specifi c birthday cards performed by Ellis and Morrison (2005) 
a quarter of a century later confi rmed the hypothesis that ne!ative portrayal of a!in! is 
dominant.
HUMOR FROM THE AGE AND GENDER PERSPECTIVE
Althou!h humor is a cultural universal, correct understandin! of particular humorous 
forms and content presupposes thorou!h knowled!e of the cultural context and its 
relevant elements. In this case, it includes “cultural specifi c discourses, stereotypes and 
symbols” related to particular topics (Andrew 2012: 11). Driessen (as cited in Shifman 
2007: 189) points out that topics like sexuality, !ender, lan!ua!e, reli!ion, a!e, politics 
and ethnicity are !lobally the most frequent inspiration for humor. Shifman (2007: 189) 
distin!uishes between “!lobally oriented humorous texts”, which are based on “features 
or social cate!ories that are common to societies all over the world” (sex, !ender, a!e, 
etc.), and “locally oriented” humor, based on “local cate!ories and cultural patterns”, where 
lan!ua!e, ethnicity and politics are the most frequent topics. 
One of the core features of humor is that it is a “shared experience” which permeates 
our everyday conversations (Foot and McCreaddie 2006: 298), and, bein! an important 
factor in face-to-face interactions, it produces multiple si!nifi cant psycholo!ical and social 
consequences. Accordin! to Charles E. Case and Cameron D. Lippard (2009: 241), humor 
– mediated throu!h various media – at fi rst si!ht primarily serves as fun, but it is also an 
important !enerator and communicator of meanin!s in the everyday life, “a si!nifi cant 
weapon in interpersonal and inter!roup confl ict and competition” (Case and Lippard 2009: 
240), and a si!nifi cant !roup cohesive factor that can reinforce the solidarity between 
members of a particular !roup (Andrew 2012: 13). Case and Lippard (2009: 240–241), 
dealin! with “humorous assaults on patriarchal ideolo!y”, emphasize the emancipatory 
and subversive component of humor, especially when it is meant to “symbolically redefi ne 
!ender roles, attitudes, and stereotypes”, “to challen!e male domination and patriarchal 
social or!anization”, and to articulate the intention to chan!e the status of women. 
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“Humor has !reat potential for the study of a!in!” (Nahemow 1986a: xv), but this poten-
tial has not been su#  ciently reco!nized or studied – it is only clear that it is vast because 
“humor is a very complex phenomenon involvin! co!nitive, emotional, physiolo!ical, and 
social aspects” (Martin as cited in Foot and McCreaddie 2006: 293). Keepin! in mind 
this complexity, in addition to su!!estin! a distinction between “humor about a!e”, i.e. 
humor that is created by youn!, middle-a!ed or older people and “humor intended for a 
particular a!e !roup”, Lucille Nahemow (1986b: 4) mentions a number of other si!nifi cant 
characteristics of humor: humor is a matter of individual taste – one person may consider 
somethin! funny and another not at all; there are “di" erences in the perception of humor” 
with re!ard to a!e; “a sense of humor” is subject to chan!e, and should be re!arded in 
context (leisure, work, socializin! with friends, presence of unknown persons, etc.). On the 
individual level, humor has a variety of functions (Rosenber! 1986: 178): it helps release 
or dischar!e internal tensions; it makes it easier to cope with di#  cult life situations and 
circumstances; it enables articulatin! di#  cult, problematic or even dan!erous feelin!s 
and/or ideas; it provides a feelin! of superiority in relation to other individuals/!roups 
or situations, etc. Social aspects of humor are also si!nifi cant. Edwin Rosenber! (1986: 
177) discusses classical anthropolo!ical and sociolo!ical approaches to humor which 
concentrate on the so-called “jokin! relationship” as well as on various social situations 
and relations that can !enerate humor in its various forms. 
Concepts and ima!es of a!in! are part of many forms of humor (such as jokes, car-
toons, birthday cards), and were the focus of di" erent studies (Demos and Jache as cited in 
Kelly et al. 1987: 245). Takin! into consideration that earlier analyses determined that a!e 
humor is most frequently ne!ative, many researchers have reached the conclusion that 
ne!ative attitudes towards a!in!, old a!e and the elderly prevail in the Western society 
(Kelly et al. 1987). Humorous birthday cards contain messa!es ran!in! from “li!ht humor” 
and “mild teasin!” all the way to “downri!ht insultin!” (Bearon 2005: 58), and a!e humor 
often becomes explicitly a!eist humor. Accordin! to Andrew (2012: 14), a!eist humor is 
based on “discourses and stereotypes” about a!in! and old a!e understood and accepted 
by both the sender and the receiver – this symmetry is one of the minimal conditions of 
communicative e#  ciency. Given its dominant characteristics, a!eist humor can be con-
sidered a type of “dispara!ement humor” (Ford, Richardson and Petit 2015). In this type 
of communication, elicitin! amusement is lar!ely based on deni!ration or dispara!ement 
of the tar!et (Ford, Richardson and Petit 2015: 171). Given that it is to be taken as (just) 
a joke, it makes it seemin!ly beni!n, and this type of humor can lar!ely escape bein! 
challen!ed or criticized (ibid.). What additionally contributes to this “immunity” to criticism 
is what Robert Butler (1980: 8), the father of the notion of a!eism, also touched upon: the 
fact that these forms of prejudices, discriminatory and institutional practices and policies, 
in contrast to other discriminatory practices in society, are based on widely held, explicit 
or implicit attitudes and practices a!ainst the elderly, which include old a!e, and a!in!. 
They infi ltrate everyday life, and the society treats them as customary, commonplace 
and “normal” (Snellman, Johansson and Kalman 2012: 21). Initial analyses of jokes about 
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a!in! were conducted as early as 1971 by Erdman B. Palmore, who also pointed out that 
humor about a!in! and old a!e lar!ely manifested itself throu!h ne!ative attitudes and 
stereotypes, whereas ambivalent and positive attitudes were in a minority (Palmore 2006: 
557). Palmore’s content analysis of jokes about a!in! showed that ne!ative jokes most 
frequently deal with the followin! motifs: physical and mental capabilities, appearance, 
a!e concealment and “old maids” (where a double standard was apparent with re!ard to 
a!ein! and !ender – jokes at the expense of older women were !enerally more ne!ative 
than those that tar!eted older men) (Palmore 1971). Similar analyses were published by 
Shannon R. Ellis and Todd G. Morrison (2005), who analyzed 150 a!e-specifi c printed 
birthday cards, and concluded that 66.7% of them present a!in! in a ne!ative way in their 
textual messa!es.
When is a joke about a!in! or old a!e a!eist? How do we reco!nize a!eism? Palmore 
(2006: 558) says that, if we want to test a joke for a!eism, it is su#  cient to do a simple 
experiment: one needs to try to retell it without reference to a!e, and if it is no lon!er 
funny after this reduction, then it is an a!eist joke. He also presents a list of motifs that 
dominate humor based on a!e prejudices: lon!evity (or its lack), physical capabilities and 
appearance, sexual (in)ability, a!e concealment (most frequently with re!ard to women), 
retirement and memory loss (Palmore 2006: 558).
Dealin! with constructions of a!e in a!eist humor, Patricia Andrew (2012) focused on 
email humor. Andrew uses incon!ruity theory7 to explain the interestin! fact that a!e-
ist emails are mostly shared by the elderly, and superiority theory in those cases where 
youn!er people send a!eist jokes to older people (Andrew 2012: 12–13). Patricia Andrew’s 
(ibid.: 20) belief that a!eist humor can employ positive stereotypes, so that, for instance, 
an elderly person who is “robust, mentally quick, sexually active” etc. can be re!arded as 
atypical, i.e. as a (positive) exception from the !eneral population of the elderly. In this 
way, a compliment to a particular elderly person conceals the implicit de!radation of the 
elderly as such.
METHODOLOGY
It is not di#  cult to a!ree with the claim that “proliferation of electronic data via social 
media, traditional media on the Internet and di!ital translations of audio and video content 
provides a rich and vast source of data for analysis” (Neal 2013: 1). The internet is not 
only the “‘carrier’ of old humor” but also a “‘!enerator’ of new humor types”; however, in 
this re!ard, one should keep in mind Limor Shifman’s (2007: 187) statement that this 
7 Incon!ruity theory focuses on “the absurd, the unexpected, and the inappropriate or out-of-context 
events as the basis for humour” (Foot and McCreaddie 2006: 295) or as “the source of amusement” based 
on “the juxtaposition of two paradoxical, ambi!uous or unexpected ways of lookin! at a situation” (Andrew 
2012: 12).
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is mostly humor in En!lish, which refl ects Western values and priorities of capitalist 
culture, which is openly youth-oriented. An excellent method of “systematic text analysis” 
(Mayrin! 2000: 1) is qualitative content analysis, because it provides insi!ht into manifest 
or “primary content”, i.e. “themes and main ideas of the text”, on the one hand, and “latent 
content” or “context information” on the other (Becker and Lissmann as cited in Mayrin! 
2000: 2). Earlier analyses of birthday cards were limited to printed cards available for 
purchase (most frequently at the locality where the researcher lived), but the development 
of internet services and the online market brou!ht about the development of “internet 
industry” of various types of !reetin! cards. Therefore, we entered “humor birthday cards” 
into the Goo!le search en!ine, and selected two websites from the results: Funky Pigeon 
and Scribbler. These are British websites specialized in humorous !reetin! cards of any 
type. The analysis included the verbal content of 447 internet birthday cards, takin! into 
consideration only a!e-specifi c birthday cards that mark an anniversary birthday from the 
a!e of forty to the a!e of one hundred. Certain verbal messa!es are repeated, often with 
sli!ht variation in the !raphical or visual content.8 In this paper, we focus on the verbal 
aspect of the messa!e.
After multiple readin!s of the verbal content of the birthday messa!es, we identifi ed key 
topics and or!anized them into coherent cate!ories, and then identifi ed subcate!ories, i.e. 
“smaller, more defi ned cate!ories” (Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003: 3, 7) within them. 
Four major cate!ories of birthday messa!es were defi ned:
1. Old age as decline – cards whose verbal messa!e is based on the narrative of a!in! 
and old a!e as physical and mental decline which, in harmony with this basic idea, 
contains ne!ative stereotypes about old a!e, a!in!, and/or the elderly.
2. Successful aging – cards whose verbal messa!e is based on the narrative of successful 
a!in!, and which contain positive stereotypes about old a!e, a!in! and/or the elderly.
3. Ambivalent – cards which do not contain an unambi!uous attitude concernin! old 
a!e, a!in! and/or the elderly. This is primarily achieved by combinin! the elements 
from the fi rst two cate!ories (decline and successful a!in!) or by bein! directed at 
people older than 40, but visually referrin! to a youn!er a!e (frequently exploitin! 
!ender stereotypes or sexist ima!ery). This !roup also contains cards characterized 
by dissonance between the verbal and the visual content of the messa!e so that, for 
instance, the verbal part may be neutral, whereas the visual part transmits a ne!ative 
ima!e of a!in!/old a!e. Moreover, the verbal part of the messa!e may be a!e-neutral, 
and the visual content sexist (e.!. objectivizin! portrayal of women or parts of the 
woman’s body). 
4. Age neutral – cards which transmit a verbal messa!e that is not a!e-specifi c, ap-
plicable to any a!e.
8 Out of 184 messa!es with a ne!ative verbal content, 119 of them are verbally repeated, with a varia-
tion of the visual content, and out of 47 messa!es which are verbally based on the narrative of successful 
a!ein!, 12 are repeated.
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The analysis showed that out of the total of 447 analyzed cards, 184 (41.16%) were 
based on the narrative of a!in! and a!e as decline, 47 (10.52%) transmitted the narrative 
of successful a!in! and old a!e, 38 (8.50%) were ambivalent, and 178 (39.82%) were 
a!e-neutral. 
OLD AGE AND AGING: 
REFLECTION OF THE NARRATIVE OF DECLINE
The narrative of old a!e/a!in! as decline and !eneral deprivation is evident in a ne!ative 
portrayal and interpretation of a!in! (especially its physical aspects), old a!e understood 
as a life period which is primarily characterized by “non-productivity … passivity and 
dependency” (on other people) (Sandber! 2013: 11) and a!e-related messa!es that 
ne!atively characterize the elderly and the process of a!in! (Bearon 2005). Within this 
cate!ory of birthday cards, we identifi ed several smaller cate!ories and subcate!ories 
(Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003), which were deconstructed durin! the decodin! process 
into smaller (lower) subcate!ories or sub-subcate!ories [which partially coincide with the 
earlier results by Lucille B. Bearon (2005), Shannon R. Ellis and Todd G. Morrison (2005) 
as well as Patricia Andrew (2012)]:
1) Chronolo!ical a!e and old a!e:
– Equating old age with chronological age (for instance, “It’s your bi! important birthday. 
Basically, you’re old”).
– Chronological age as the source of negative commentaries/reactions of the sender 
(for instance, “Holy crap. You’re old!”)
– Consoling and encouraging the receiver because of his/her chronological age (for 
instance, “40 Today Name? Relax! It’s only a number! Even if it is a pretty bi! one! ”).
– “Trivializing” the importance of chronological age (for instance, “Happy Birthday Name 
40 today. You’re not 40. You’re just 21 with 19 years’ experience”). 
– Concealing and reducing chronological age (for instance, “I’m such a !ood friend. I 
won’t mention your a!e”).
– Aging as the cause of sadness, stress and anxiety that the receiver neutralizes by 
alcohol (for instance, “There comes a time in every woman’s life when the only thin! 
that helps is a !lass of champa!ne”).9
2) Ne!ative ima!es of old a!e:
– Old age (sadness, passivity, su! ering) vs. youth (happiness, activity, hedonism) (for 
instance, “Suddenly Name was struck by a thou!ht: he was shoppin! with his Wife, in 
Marks and Spencer and he was lookin! at cardi!ans. His life was over”).
9 This is a sayin! by the very well-known American actress Bette Davis (1908–1989). 
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– Decrease in life strength and psychophysical decay (for instance, the use of construc-
tions “over the hill”, “downhill” etc.) 
– Physical changes or “loss of physical abilities” (Andrew 2012: 15) (for instance, “Happy 
Birthday Name. For his bi! Birthday, Name received a sex manual for the over 50s”).
– Loss of physical attractiveness and/or attempting to preserve a youthful appearance 
(for instance, “Bein! fi fty is that point in life where, when your wife tells you to pull in 
your stomach, you already have”).
– Mental changes (for instance, “70 today! In her 70 years she’s heard it all, seen it all 
and done it all. Unfortunately, Name had also for!otten it all”).
– Death and dying (for instance, “Old and alone… Waitin! for death”).
3) Midlife crisis (for instance, “Happy 40th birthday! Althou!h Name was !ettin! on – 
he still behaved like a kid… One or two bottles and he’s talkin! !ibberish, dribblin! over 
himself and then fallin! asleep”).
4) Ne!ative portrayal of the elderly:
– Stereotypical characteristics of the elderly (for instance, “Happy Birthday Name To the 
Ori!inal !rumpy old man! 60”).
– Stereotypical concepts of emotional states of the elderly (for instance, “Turnin! 40. I 
can say my school days were the happiest days of my life; which !ives you some idea 
of the misery I´ve endured over the past 25 years”).10
– Lifestyle of the elderly (for instance, “Relax! Bin!o is the new rock n roll”).
– Old age as a dominant status and label (for instance, “Hello Name Yes you! The old 
one!”).
– “Obsolescence” (cf. Bearon 2005: 59) (for instance, the use of attributes such as 
“vinta!e”, “ancient”, “old timer”, “fossil” or referrin! to places such as museums or 
Jurassic Park – “Information: Name the museum called, they want their prehistoric 
relic back. (Happy birthday BTW.)”.
YOUTHFUL AGING: THE REFLECTION OF THE NARRATIVE 
OF SUCCESSFUL AGING/OLD AGE
The narrative of successful a!in! is based on promotin! “a!elessness”, youthfulness 
and the standards of “midlife” (Sandber! 2013). Linn Sandber! emphasizes the !rowin! 
popularity of this narrative in the last fi fteen or so years, pointin! out the importance of the 
economic, political and socio-cultural context within which it was created and started its 
“victorious” !lobal tour. It is a neoliberal anti-a!in! ima!inary based on the imperatives of 
“activity, autonomy and responsibility” (ibid.: 13). And while the narrative of a!in! and old 
a!e as decline is a !enerator of ne!ative stereotypes and prejudices and discriminatory 
10 This is a sayin! by British writer, actor and presenter Paul Merton.
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practices towards the elderly, the narrative of successful a!in! can be a source of positive 
a!eism (for instance, seein! old a!e as the time of achievin! perfection, life wisdom, matu-
rity and accumulated experience, or even the be!innin! of a real, authentic and fulfi lled life 
and fun) (Bearon 2005: 59). We have already mentioned Patricia Andrew’s claim (2012: 
20) that humor based on positive stereotypes of a “successful” elderly person (attractive, 
“mentally quick, sexually active” etc.) contains a concealed a!eist ed!e because, insistin! 
on the atypicality of this person, it implicitly de!rades the !eneral population of the elderly.
The analysis found 47 messa!es that were based on the narrative of youthful and suc-
cessful a!in!. As in the previous cate!ory, the followin! sub!roups were constructed:
1. Youthful and attractive physical appearance of the elderly person (for instance, “You’re 
40 and still lookin! !ood for a feckin’old person”, also see the example under (2)).
2. Modern and glamorous style (for instance, “Happy 50th Birthday, Name – Stylish, 
Charmin!, Desirable, Eli!ible, Classy, Gracious, Sexy, Chic, Sassy, Allurin!, Witty, Intel-
li!ent, Articulate, Fabulous”). 
3. Mental characteristics (see example under (2) – “Witty, Intelli!ent, Articulate”).
4. (Positive) personality of the older person (for instance, “Glorious, Ma!nifi cent, Sensa-
tional at 60 Name (blockbuster)”).
5. Age as a personal choice / “age is a matter of mind” (Ellis and Morrison 2005: 67) 
or heart (for instance, “News! To a very special and wonderful woman happy birthday! 
Youn! At Heart! 80 today! …”).
6. Paternalistic names for the elderly (for instance, “Happy 80th birthday Name Sur-
name! A true classic! A Golden Oldie! 80 today! Name Surname. Birthday Bumps! Not 
at my a!e says Name!”).
7. Age inappropriate terms and animalistic comparisons (for instance, “… 80 today! 
Name Surname. World exclusive! Birthday Girl! …”; “Sprin! Chicken Name 80”).
8. Aging as maturing (for instance, “Christopher was like wine: he reached perfection 
with a!e”).
9. Aging and the more prominent social status (for instance, “Andrew isn’t !rowin! old, 
he’s just becomin! more important”).
DECAY VS. SUCCESS – AGE-RELATED (AND GENDER-RELATED) 
HUMOR BETWEEN TWO EXTREMES
Our analysis of a!e-specifi c humorous birthday cards shows a prevalence of verbal mes-
sa!e that present old a!e, a!in! and the elderly in a ne!ative way, in the context of the nar-
rative of old a!e as decay, whereby some aspects also show the perpetuation of in!rained 
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!ender stereotypes. Such a!e messa!es tend to reduce a!e solely to chronolo!ical a!e, 
whereby the fortieth birthday, and any birthdays after that, cause a number of unpleasant 
reactions (astonishment, outra!e, cursin! of the sender, and sadness and stress of the 
receiver) and ne!ative comments, as well as consolin!, appeasin! and encoura!ement and 
reduction of the importance of chronolo!ical a!e. Certain cards su!!est that the recipient 
can relieve the sadness, anxiety and stress over his/her a!e, at least to some de!ree, by 
consumin! alcohol. The number of cards exploitin! the motif of concealin! or reducin! 
one’s own or someone else’s a!e testifi es to the fact that chronolo!ical a!e, at some point, 
becomes a problem in social interactions. In this re!ard, the !ender component (once more) 
comes to the fore – all aspects of concealin! chronolo!ical a!e are related exclusively to 
a!in! women, which indicates social disqualifi cation of older women and the !endered 
double standard of a!in! (Sonta! as cited in Gei!er Zeman 2014; Calasanti 2005).
In the context of the narrative of a!in!/old a!e as decay, the analyzed birthday cards 
portray old a!e as a life period contrasted with youth – youth is the time of happiness, 
hedonism, attractiveness, whereas in old a!e, as a time of su" erin!, the person becomes 
but a passive observer and evaluator of his/her earlier, youn!er and “full” life. The analyzed 
cards show the importance of the !ender component in this respect as well, because 
a!in! in men is interpreted as a type of “losin! once ed!e” or even “feminization” or “de-
masculinization” – from one’s youth as the period of unconstrained excessive hedonism to 
one’s old a!e as monotonous everyday life, overeatin! (on unhealthy food), passivization 
and retreat into the private sphere of family and married life. 
Birthday cards that humorously portray a!e and a!in! as the decrease in (psycho)
physical stren!th and vi!or in !eneral, elaborate on the topic throu!h motifs of unwanted 
physical and mental chan!es (for instance, slowin! down of motor skills, fl at feet, rheuma-
tism, memory loss, disorientation, etc.) and expectin! dyin! and death. Intimate biolo!ical, 
physical and psycholo!ical phenomena and processes are necessarily socio-culturally 
reworked or reinterpreted: “meanin!s assi!ned to a!e are culturally determined” (Heath 
2009: 4). Many theories and studies convincin!ly showed that the western culture is turned 
mostly (if not exclusively) towards the !lorifi cation of youth (Gei!er Zeman and Zeman 
2014), so that physical chan!es like sa!!in! breasts, !ray pubic hair, baldness, increase 
in body mass, loss of hearin! or vision11 – like old a!e and a!in! in !eneral – become 
somethin! to be anxious about, somethin! to be ashamed of, because they deviate so 
considerably from the dominant ideals of body functionality, health and physical activity. 
However, in this respect too, women have it more di#  cult, because they are more exposed 
to critical looks and sharp commentaries than men (Russell Hatch 2005).
A!eist humor su!!ests that persons of both !enders after the a!e of forty face physi-
cal chan!es that the dominant culture defi nes as a loss in physical attraction, but these 
chan!es are evaluated on the basis of double standards. In a culture that, on the one 
hand, places emphasis on the importance of physical appearance in women (but not 
11 These are physical chan!es that are mentioned in the analyzed birthday cards.
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in men), and, on the other, defi nes physical attraction solely throu!h youth and youthful 
appearance (Wolf 2008; Calasanti 2005; Hurd Clarke and Korotchenko 2011), women try 
to fi !ht a!ainst the loss of physical attraction by usin! cosmetic interventions. Therefore, 
it is no wonder that the analyzed cards insist on esthetic cate!ories and attractive physical 
appearance much more pronouncedly in the case of women. Of course, men are not 
spared the hardships brou!ht about by the physical aspects of bein!, but their physical 
chan!es are viewed more in terms of functionality (includin! the sensitive area of sexual 
ability) (Marshall and Katz 2012), while the ideal of he!emonic masculinity puts to the fore 
the requirements of acquirin! and retainin! power, control, and, of course, independence 
(Hurd Clarke and Korotchenko 2011).
An important humorous motif in birthday cards is the so-called midlife crisis, which, in 
a more or less dramatic way, marks the be!innin! of old a!e.12 The “crisis” character of 
this period in life (or turnin! point) is frequently manifested in a certain infantilization (as 
an unconscious attempt to somehow “bypass” or i!nore the passa!e of time) or a (futile) 
attempt to “return” to the past. This “strate!y” has a !ender component, because it is 
connected with immature and infantile behavior of men in their forties tryin! in vain to 
recreate their youth.
Humorous birthday cards based on the narrative of old a!e as decay portray the elderly 
as obsolete,13 and exploit a ran!e of ne!ative a!e stereotypes and invalid !eneraliza-
tions about the characteristics of the elderly (!rumpiness, na!!in!), dominantly “elderly” 
emotional states (misery, sadness), alle!ed characteristics of an “elderly” way of life (im-
mobility, passivity, focus on life in the private sphere, practicin! typically “elderly” activities 
such as playin! bin!o, smokin! a pipe, usin! slippers as their main footwear, etc.). In 
this context, old a!e is related to specifi c institutions (e.!. museums), popular-culture 
localities (e.!. the Jurassic Park) or expressions (e.!. “over the hill”, “downhill”), whereas 
people older than 40 (!) are explicitly or implicitly characterized usin! derisive, ne!ative 
expressions – “old timer”, “fossil”, “vinta!e”, “pickled”, “prehistoric relic”, etc., where the 
verbal content of such birthday cards su!!ests that a person’s chronolo!ical a!e becomes 
their main characteristic or their dominant status that eliminates any other characteristics 
they may have in social interactions (Andrew 2012: 19). As we have said, this happens 
rou!hly from the fortieth birthday on – after this threshold, the person faces bein! directly 
and unambi!uously characterized as old (ibid.: 20).
12 Freund and Ritter (2009: 582) point out that “the midlife crisis” is “the most popular concept” to de-
scribe “middle adulthood”, and is based on the idea of the individual facin! the fi niteness of time that he/she 
has left until death, which leads to makin! a sort of a balance sheet of (un)realized !oals and achievements, 
and takin! “drastic measures” to fulfi ll unfulfi lled dreams. There is no consensus on when middle a!e starts, 
and double !endered standards, as mentioned by Heath (2009) are also present. The concept of “midlife 
crisis” has not been fully accepted – its critics point out that it is a social construct and a concept that is 
not only insu#  ciently studied, but its existence is denied by some research results, su!!estin! that “middle 
adulthood” should be seen “just [as] a particularly challen!in! phase of life” (Freund and Ritter 2009: 588).
13 Bearon (2005: 59) in his analysis of birthday cards points to “obsolescence” as a characteristic that 
is frequently ascribed to the elderly and a!ein!.
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In contrast, some birthday cards !enerate humor based on the narrative of successful 
a!in!, which plays with positive a!e stereotypes. These positive stereotypes, in some of 
their aspects, challen!e and refute the deep-seated ne!ative stereotypes and concepts 
of old a!e, a!in! and the elderly. In this narrative, old a!e is no lon!er a !radual and 
inexorable process of decay, but a linear process of !rowth and accumulation of wisdom, 
maturity, experience, style, etc. Birthday cards based on the successful a!in! narrative 
emphasize youthful and attractive physical appearance of women; mental capacities, 
modern style and an atypical personality of an elderly person; prominent social status of 
men; with evident use of paternalistic labels (for instance, “a !olden oldie”, “a true classic”, 
“a fi ne vinta!e”, etc.), a!e-inappropriate expressions (for instance, !irl) and animalistic 
comparisons (for instance, “a sprin! chicken”, etc.).
In the successful a!in! narrative, there is evidence of distin!uishin! between !ender roles 
and identities (Leontowitsch 2012: 107–108; Calasanti 2005: 10; Zeman and Gei!er Zeman 
2015). Thus, the motif of youthful physical appearance prevails in birthday cards aimed at 
women, whose attractiveness, !lamour, ele!ance and modernity is atypical of their !enera-
tion. Such treatment does not bypass men, interestin!ly, exclusively if they are fathers. These 
types of messa!es clearly show that birthday cards, in fact, communicate stereotypical 
messa!es about !ender roles and !ender expectations (Lou!hran 2010: 633).
Verbal messa!es in birthday cards su!!est that the recipient’s personality diver!es 
from the deep-seated ne!ative stereotypes about the elderly as constantly !rumpy or 
unhappy individuals (which is the basis of the narrative of old a!e as decay). In the context 
of the narrative of successful a!in!, the old person has the chance to remain “amazin!”, 
“fabulous”, “wonderful”, “stylish”, “sexy”, “chic”, “dazzlin!, “desirable”, etc., which includes an 
active attitude because “a!e is a matter of mind” (Ellis and Morrison 2005: 67) or heart, 
as well as of various types of investments to keep and preserve their special status (for 
instance, investin! in clothes, keepin! up with fashion and other trends, etc.).
The idea of old a!e as !rowth and a sort of a lifelon! evolution process, which culmi-
nates in perfection at old a!e (“a!ed to perfection”), most frequently compared with the 
a!in! of premium wine and “a fi ne vinta!e”, has a !ender dimension – it refers exclusively 
to men. Whereas older women are treated as successful only if they are “stylish”, youthful 
in appearance, charmin! and !lamorous, positive portrayals of elderly men connect suc-
cessful a!in! primarily with increase in their social importance.
CONCLUSION
Weber and Cameron (1979) (as cited in Palmore 2006: 558) believe that, to put it collo-
quially, tastes di" er – what one person considers ne!ative, another may not, which brin!s 
them to the conclusion that even ne!ative messa!es in a!e-related humor may have 
positive psycholo!ical, physiolo!ical and social functions. They can be a release from 
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repressed fears, they may help people cope with (their own) a!in! and mortality more 
easily (Andrew 2012: 21), reduce anxieties and fears about !rowin! older, allow easier cop-
in! with taboos such as old a!e and death, defuse sensitive situations, function as a way of 
social criticism, etc. (Palmore 2006: 557–559). On the other hand, we completely a!ree 
with Patricia Andrew’s (2012: 21) statement that one of the consequences of ne!ative 
stereotypes about old a!e and the elderly (mediated throu!h any means of communica-
tion) is the tendency of the elderly person to “internalize ne!ative discourses” about old 
a!e and a!in!, and to accept them as “normal”, and, somewhat paradoxically, adopt the 
characteristics that they believe are typical of and socially desirable for their a!e !roup. 
In this way, a!e stereotypes are supported and a!eism is perpetuated (ibid.: 22), and with 
them a number of collateral !ender stereotypes. In this context, it should be reiterated 
that even positive a!eism has its ne!ative sides and consequences, because in addition 
to supportin! the anti-a!in! industry and an anti-a!in! worldview (Sandber! 2013), it can 
cause the feelin! of lack of success or dissatisfaction in those elderly persons who cannot 
(or do not want to) comply with the promoted ideals of activity, independence and power.
Of course, all the mentioned positive and ne!ative e" ects of a!e-related humor pre-
sent in birthday cards should be seen in a particular temporal and socio-cultural context 
because, in the short term, a!e-related humor – whether in the form of mild teasin! or 
open o" ense – can amuse and alleviate fears of one’s own transience and mortality, but in 
the lon! term, it supports and stren!thens a!eism as a “normal” social phenomenon, and 
supports distorted socio-cultural ima!es of a!in!, includin! harmful !ender asymmetries.
NOTE
This text is based on the presentation entitled “‘A!in! is mandatory, and !rowin! up is 
not’ – the ima!es of old a!e, a!e humor and internet birthday cards” presented by Marija 
Gei!er Zeman and Zdenko Zeman at the conference with international participation “‘Who 
lau!hs last did not !et the joke’: humor in everyday communication” held at the Institute of 
Ethnolo!y and Folklore Research in Za!reb, 19–20 November 2015. 
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ZA TVOJ VELIKI I VA!AN DAN: 
STAROST, HUMOR I INTERNETSKE RO"ENDANSKE #ESTITKE
Iako je kate!orija dobi iznimno kompleksna dob se naj&e$'e reducira na kronolo$ku 
dob, koja je – kao broj pro%ivljenih !odina od trenutka ro(enja (broj ro(endana) – naj-
jednostavniji marker ne&ije dobi (ili starosti). Va%an aspekt ro(endana su i ro(endanske 
&estitke. Rije& je o multifunkcionalnim artefaktima popularne kulture kod kojih je najva%-
nija komunikacijska funkcija. Na individualnom nivou po$iljatelj ro(endanskom &estitkom 
primatelju/ici $alje odre(ene poruke, a na socio-kulturnom nivou ro(endanska &estitka 
prenosi dru$tveno kreirana zna&enja i sadr%aje o dobi, starosti i starenju. U tom smislu ro-
(endanska &estitka je “ceremonijalni znak” (Ellis i Morrison 2005), koji prenosi (i osna%uje) 
kulturalne predod%be, zna&enja, stavove i poruke, odnosno “diskurse koji formiraju temelje 
socijalne konstrukcije dobi” (Andrew 2012: 11), pri &emu posebno va%nu ulo!u ima humor. 
Ranija istra%ivanja su pokazala da dobni humor ima pozitivne, ambivalentne i, naj&e$'e, 
ne!ativne aspekte. Ti ne!ativni aspekti se odnose na dobne stereotipe i iskrivljena zna&e-
nja koje odre(ena kultura pripisuje starenju i starosti, $to uklju&uje i rodnu komponentu. U 
radu 'e biti prikazani rezultati analize sadr%aja dobno! humora prisutno! u internetskim 
ro(endanskim &estitkama, a poseban 'e na!lasak biti stavljen na: 1) teme i motive koji 
ukazuju na dominantne i (!lobalno) ra$irene narative o starosti i starenju, socio-kulturne 
predod%be, shva'anja i stavove o starenju, starosti i starim osobama; 2) kratkoro&ne efekte 
i du!oro&ne konzekvence humoristi&no! sadr%aja te vrste.
Klju&ne rije&i: dobni humor, narativi o starenju, internetske ro(endanske &estitke, starost, 
kronolo$ka dob, analiza sadr%aja
